


Today's More Casual Floor Plan
If home is where the heart is, it beats strongest in me kitchen where day-to-day living and weekend enter-
taining all occur. No longer a "behind the scenes" room, me kitchen has become me scene. As me American
lifestyle has become less formal, our homes are following suit.

Homeowners with older, compartmentalized homes are tearing down walls and abolishing formal living
rooms to achieve larger kitchens mat merge searnlessly with living spaces. The old formal dining room is
absorbed into a larger kitchen, making room for pantries, more expansive counter space and increasingly
popular appliances like microwave drawers, dual dishwashers and built-in coffee stations. The living room,
roo ceremonial for today's more casual living, is transformed into a larger, more versatile dining room. Any
separation between me kitchen and family room is eliminated or minimized.

The downturn in me economy served to increase the popularity of chis new casual approach as dinner par-
ries were brought to the home table, as opposed to me restaurant table, creating an increasing demand for
living and dining spaces mat support casual, home entertaining. According to Mary Kathryn Reese of
Kirchen Design Concepts, "Post-recession homeowners are moving towards more casuallifesryles by incor-
poraring larger kitchens that merge into a multi-functioning family space, doing away with the formal living
room all together, Homeowners are changing me architectural design, as well as me interior decorating, of
their homes to incorporate a more open and moderate approach to living."
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Above:
Ellen Cook and
Paul Glaser's
new floor plan
puts the kitchen
at the center of
the home and
day-to-day life.

Right:
Guests can watch
Paul cook from the
family room or
while perched on
one of the leather
kitchen stools at
the island.
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BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS

The more laid-back floor plan encourages co-mingling. It brings the kids out of their bedrooms to do
homework at the kitchen island or breakfast table. The cook of the house is no longer relegated to
the kitchen for meal prep while family life or ger-togerhers go on without her (or him). Guests feel
more at home too, as they're invited into the family living spaces. Dress-up or dress-down, every
occasion is at home in this new setting, whether you're hosting 5, 15 or 50.

This approach is exactly what Ellen Cook and Paul Glaser were looking for, says Reese of Kitchen
Design Concepts. "Paul is a professional chef, so having the kitchen as the focal point was a natural
fir. But even without that in play, a more relaxed approach to daily life and entertaining was a match
for their lifesryle and for their Hill Country-inspired interiors," she says.

The Cook/Glaser family is very active wirh three children who all lead busy lives. The lively family
enjoys entertaining and, as an accomplished chef, Paul wanted an environment that would allow him
to prepare meals together with his family and friends. Reese explains that to accomplish this, they
eliminated the formal dining room and expanded the kitchen into the living room, allowing for a
large island.
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This informal
breakfast area
sits in the space
that used to be
devoted to the
formal living
room.



Kitchen Design
Concepts gave the
kitchen this rustic
backdrop to com-
plement the casual
lifestyle and Hill
Country-inspired
interiors of this
family.

WHAT TO CONSIDER

If you're thinking about this shift in your own home, Reese suggests the following considera-
tions for planning your renovation.
• When taking space from other areas of the home, walls are frequencly eliminated or
moved. Moving walls that are loading bearing will increase the costs of the renovation.
• New flooring is often required when merging multiple rooms.
• New light fixtures and possibly rerouting wiring is usually desired and often required.
• Homeowners frequently take this opportuniry to update cabinets, countertops and the
backsplash.
• Now is also the time to consider adding new appliances such as an icemaker, wine refriger-
ator, dishwashing drawer, dish warmer or upgraded refrigerators and ranges.
• Turn to a qualified, certified remodeler to execute your remodel professionally.

Whether we need physical, emotional or social nourishment, we gather in the kitchen for
what nurtures and sustains us. The kitchen-centric floor plan is a trend that putS your family's
feeding and fulfillment at the heart of the home.
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